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Foundation Webinars offer easy Community engagement
By Tara Ann Neville, Editor
The Navy Supply Corps Foundation communication outlets have expanded to bring more timely news and opportunities to our Supply Community around the globe. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020, the Foundation began
offering webinars to enable all Members to participate in activities without leaving their homes. From Distinguished Alumni
ceremonies to An Evening with the Chief, our Community has greatly benefitted from this virtual venue.
In March we hosted a webinar on Haiti Supply Corps Operations, Supply Corps and Operation UNIFIED RESPONSE. The
webinar focused on the roles Supply Corps officers played across the theater and included a panel of Supply Corps leaders
who were on the ground and offshore. In October, RADM Peter Stamatopoulos, Commander, Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) and 49th Chief of Supply Corps, addressed Members in An Evening with the Chief. The event was a unique
opportunity to hear directly from our Chief as he discussed the most important topics of interest to our Community. And
in November, Transition Committee Chair CDR (ret) Bob Dolan moderated the Military to Civilian Transition webinar
featuring a discussion of best practices, strategies, and opportunities available to transitioning officers, and included a panel
of former Supply Corps Officers along with American Corporate Partners (ACP), a national nonprofit mentoring program.
These webinars drew great support from our Community, with over 250 attendees at each event.
What webinar topics would you be interested in for 2023? Email executivedirector@usnscf.com with your ideas. Don’t forget
to update your membership profile with your current contact information at usnscf.com to ensure you receive news of webinars and other important Supply Community opportunities and events.

Scholarship Committee: The 2023 Scholarship Season is here ~ up to $10,000 awards
By CAPT Jim Shelton , SC, USN, Scholarship Committee Chair
Scholarship season is upon us! Foundation Scholarship applications will be accepted beginning December 19th, 2022 thru
March 17th, 2023. Scholarship awardees will be notified by the end of May and funds will be distributed to the awardees’
institutions for the following academic year. For 2023, the committee will award multi-year and one-time scholarships of up
to $10,000. The minimum scholarship amount will be $2,500 for regular scholarships. We need all Foundation Members,
Chapters, and the entire Supply Corps Community to help us get the word out to qualifying families about the Foundation’s
generous Scholarship Program. We hope more applicants will apply for Scholarships and are especially encouraging Spouse
and Supply Enlisted dependent applicants.
Continued on page 10
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Thoughts from the Chair
Celebrating a robust year
It is our pleasure to provide you with an update on our
Foundation progress in this issue of the Oakleaf. Across the
Foundation and its Chapters, it has been great to see activities returning to their traditional tempo with a full range of
events. In particular, we appreciate the efforts of our Chapter
leadership and volunteers to make them happen. Hopefully,
you have been able to reconnect with your regional Chapter.
Our 2023 Scholarship Season kicks off soon and we will
continue to offer some higher value, multi-year opportunities
to candidates. A specific goal this year will be to increase the
number of applications from Spouses and Supply Enlisted
dependents. I ask your help in spreading the word on the
program.
Last month, we were honored to host RADM Pete Stamatopoulos for An Evening with the Chief webinar, providing
an outstanding update on NAVSUP and the Supply Corps. We
followed up with a very successful Military to Civilian Transition webinar in November, which highlighted our partnership
with American Corporate Partners (ACP), a national nonprofit
focused on helping transitioning veterans and their spouses.
Stay tuned to our website and social media postings for more
virtual opportunities.
In September, I addressed our newest Foundation Members during the graduation ceremony of Third Battalion at
the Navy Supply Corps School. It was exciting to meet them
and feel their energy. While there, I toured the outstanding
Supply Corps history exhibits throughout the schoolhouse.
As we come to the close of 2022, our Annual Appeal Letter
(on page 4) has been published on social media, through email
and mail. For all our Members, I ask that you consider the
Foundation in your end-of-year giving plans. Your generosity allows the Foundation to continue its Mission of “taking
care of our own” and preserving our incredible Supply Corps
legacy. Our staff is always ready to provide any additional
information or answer questions on Foundation programs.
With our recent certification by GuideStar with a Platinum
Seal of Transparency, you can be assured that Foundation
leadership continues to diligently execute our programs and
services to the Community.
I hope you enjoy this issue and thank you again to each of
you who have already supported us this year. You have been
key enablers in our drive to Honor our Heritage and Invest in
our Future. I wish you all the best as we finish out 2022 and
move towards the holiday season. Thank you!
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About the Foundation
Anyone who has ever worn the Oakleaf of the
U.S. Navy Supply Corps is automatically a member of the
Navy Supply Corps Foundation, an organization whose mission is to provide
programs and services to support the Navy Supply Corps Community and
promote its heritage and traditions.

RADM Mike Lyden, SC, USN (Ret.)
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The Oakleaf
Letter from the Executive Director
Serving our Community
I hope all of you are doing well and will enjoy the upcoming holiday season with family and
friends. I also hope you enjoy reading the Winter issue of The Oakleaf newsletter.
On November 5th, the Foundation Board of Directors held our Fall 2022 (hybrid) meeting. The
meeting was held in the Washington, D.C. area at the Logistics Management Institute (LMI) headquarters. Board Members not able to attend participated via Zoom. The meeting was productive
and easily executed. We are grateful to LMI for hosting the meeting and look forward to sharing the
results of our discussions in the upcoming months.
The Foundation’s volunteer Board of Directors works each week to bring valuable programs and services to our Community. As we head into the final months of the year, I ask that you consider the Foundation in your end-of-year donations
and especially consider giving to our Annual Appeal in the area of greatest need. Your financial support in the area of greatest
need ensures the future stability of the Navy Supply Corps Foundation. Every dollar donated helps sustain the Foundation
and execute our mission. With a committed Board of Directors, strong Chapter leadership teams and the generous support
of our membership, we can continue to make a difference in the lives of our Supply Family.
As always, my priority is to ensure the Foundation meets your expectations in accomplishing its vision and mission. I work
for all Foundation Members and am available day or night, weekday or weekends, so do not hesitate to contact me to let me
know your thoughts or suggestions. I can be reached at (202) 956-8228 or executivedirector@usnscf.com.
CAPT Dan Pionk, SC, USN (Ret.)

Calendar of Events
December
16 NSCS Graduation ~ Newport, RI
19 Scholarship Season opens

Did you know?

January
14 Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) closes

<5%
of members
provide 95% of
the financial support
for the
Foundation

February
TBD Board of Directors - Update Meeting
15 The Oakleaf - submission deadline
23 Navy Supply Corps Birthday
March
03 Chapter Presidents Call
15 The Oakleaf - Spring issue online
17 Scholarship Application Deadline
April
14 Chapter & Volunteer of-the-Year
Nomination Deadline
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Dear Navy Supply Corps Foundation Members,
This year marks 227 years of Supply Corps service and dedication to our Navy
and Nation. Join us in honoring the sacrifice and contributions of our Navy Supply Corps
veteran, active duty and reserve officers.
Our Supply Corps Community is active and engaged throughout the Foundation’s 38 Chapters. Active, retired, reserve and former Supply officers, and family members are re-energized and enjoying social, charitable, and mentoring opportunities more
than ever this year!
2022 looks to be another successful year for the Foundation’s mission as we execute our full range of programs and services in support of our Members and their families. From Heritage to Scholarships, to Transition and beyond, your generous support is a
key driver to our success.
This year during our Annual Appeal, we are emphasizing a theme of Honor Our
Heritage…Invest In Our Future and are asking for donations to help sustain the Foundation. Your financial support in the area of greatest need ensures the future stability of the
Navy Supply Corps Foundation. Your donation will support our general operations, as
well as efforts to promote the Supply Corps heritage and traditions that we have all grown
to appreciate and treasure.
Please consider an end of the year donation to keep the Foundation strong, focused, and ready to assist our members in 2023 and beyond. Thank you for being a valued
member of the Navy Supply Corps Foundation, our Supply Corps Family and the United
States Navy. Let’s maintain our great tradition of service and community and help “take
care of our own”.
Sincerely,

Mike Lyden
RADM, SC, USN (Ret.)
Chairman

Named Scholarship ~ minimum increased
Beginning with the 2023-24 Scholarship Season, the Navy Supply Corps Foundation Board of Directors
has revised the minimum amount for a Named Scholarship from $1,000 to $2,500 to provide for more meaningful
scholarships, especially with the rising costs of higher education. This policy change will enable the Foundation to
comply with the IRS restrictions and award larger scholarships to our recipients. Annual Named Scholarships can
take up most of the available scholarship opportunities and reduce the ability to award higher value scholarships
from the perpetual endowments.
Scholarship donations less than $2,500 will still be accepted and grouped into larger scholarships, with
donor recognition in The Oakleaf. In parallel, the Foundation continues to actively market and promote the Scholarship Program to increase the applicant pool and corresponding number of potential scholarships.
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HOW TO SUPPORT THE FOUNDATION
Online: Use the secure Foundation website www.usnscf.com for a one-time donation or to set up a recurring donation.
Check or Credit Card: Complete the attached form and return it in the enclosed envelope to:
The Navy Supply Corps Foundation
2061 Experiment Station Road, Suite 301, PMB 423
Watkinsville, GA 30677

Stock Donation: A donation of stock can be made directly to the Foundation.
Planned Giving: Include the Foundation in your estate planning through a bequest in your will or revocable trust, or gift of life
insurance. The Tench Francis Legacy Society recognizes individuals who have included the Foundation in their estate plans. Use
the secure Foundation website usnscf.giftlegacy.com.
The Navy Supply Corps Foundation (NSCF) is a non-profit, 501(c)(3) organization supporting programs and projects that enhance the lives and well-being of our Supply Corps Community and
their families. Federal Tax ID# 23-7066533
Contributions of any amount are gratefully accepted.

For 2022, we request that contributions be made to the area of greatest need—supporting general
operations and the sustainment of our Foundation:

$_________ Area of Greatest Need. Used to sustain the operations of the Foundation.
OTHER WAYS TO CONTRIBUTE
$__________ Heritage. Tells the story of the Supply Department afloat on Memorial Ships around the
country.

$_________ Transition. Provides assistance and resources for Supply Corps Officers as they transition
from Active Duty.

$_________ Family Aid and Support Team (F.A.S.T). Provides outreach for spouses and families
when a loved one passes away.

$_________ Scholarship. Named Scholarships ($2,500, $5,000 or $10,000) named for you or someone
you choose. A contribution of $50,000 will fund a named perpetual scholarship.
Scholarship Name(s) _____________________________________________________
$_________ Other___________________________________________________________
DONOR INFORMATION
Rank/Name: ________________________________________Supply Corps School Graduation year___
Mailing address: ___________________________________________________________________
Telephone: _____________________Email Address: ______________________________________
$ _________________Total Contribution
Check enclosed _____ or
Credit Card:

Type _____

Number ______________________________ Exp. Date__________

Signature _______________________________________________________________________
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
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In Memoriam
The Oakleaf is aware of the following members of the Supply Corps Community who passed away recently. A complete list of names is on the Foundation website along with available obituaries. Please let us know of those who have
passed away, for this column and on the website, by forwarding information to foundation@usnscf.com.
2022
CDR Robert Brendon Stewart, SC, USN (Ret.) November 11
CAPT John H. Irons, SC, USN (Ret.) November 8
CDR John Joseph Lyons, SC, USN (Ret.) September 4
CDR Arthur S. Tribbie, SC, USN (Ret.) August 20
CAPT Alan G. Rieper SC, USN (Ret.) August 16
CDR Bruce Allan Hopkins, SC, USN (Ret.) August 2
CDR Robert Henry McCormick, III, SC, USN (Ret.) July 30

CAPT Thomas Rudolph Wild, SC, USN (Ret.) July 27
CAPT David Joseph Eizenhoefer, SC, USN (Ret.) July 24
CAPT Jacob M. Price, SC, USN (Ret) June 30
CAPT Robert Francis Gallagher, SC, USN (Ret.) June 25
CAPT Tulio G. Acquistapace, SC, USN (Ret.) May 28
CAPT Charles P. “Phil” Phleger SC, USN (Ret.) January 21
2021
CDR Roger L. Dintaman, SC, USN (Ret.) April 6

Farewell Centenarian Haven Barlow, SC, USN, (Ret.)
Former Supply Corps Officer Haven J. Barlow peacefully passed away at his home
in Layton, Utah on February 6, 2022, after recently celebrating his 100th birthday. Born
January 4, 1922 in Clearfield, Utah, Haven Barlow was just nine months old when his
mother was killed in a tragic car/train accident that Haven and his brother survived. Haven played football in high school and served as Senior Class Secretary before earning his
B.A. from Utah State Agricultural College in
1944. He joined the Navy and served as a Supply Officer in the Pacific and Atlantic Theatres
in World War II, receiving the Philippine Liberation Medal.
In 1949, Haven established the Barlow
Realty and Insurance Company in Layton, and
was actively engaged with the company for a
half century. He was elected to the Utah State
Legislature in 1952 and served consecutively
for 42 years from 1953 to 1994, longer than
any other legislator in Utah history. He was a strong
supporter of the Arts, The Children’s Center, Utah Symphony and Opera, and numerous charitable organizations. He was an avid supporter and participant of all sports,
especially golf and tennis. He competed in both at the Huntsman Senior Games until
there was no one else his age against whom to compete.
Haven and his wife Bonnie Rae Ellison Barlow were married for 58 years
before Bonnie Rae passed away in 2002. Haven and Bonnie Rae returned to Davis
County after World War II, where they raised their six children in Layton.
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Around the Corps: Navy Supply Corps School
By Jessica Wharton, SC, USN, NSCS Public Affairs Officer

Captain on Deck!

Family, staff, students and guests witnessed a time-honored
military tradition, the change of command, at the Navy Supply
Corps School (NSCS) in Newport, Rhode Island, July 22, 2022.
Chief of Supply Corps RADM Pete Stamatopoulos presided
over the ceremony where CAPT Jason Warner relieved CAPT
Mike York as NSCS Commanding Officer.
Jason is a native of Warren, Ohio and earned his commission
in 1998 through Officer Candidate School. He earned a Master
of Business Administration in Supply Chain Management from
the Naval Postgraduate School in 2008.
At sea, Jason was a division officer aboard USS Enterprise
(CVN 65), the pre-commissioning supply officer aboard USS
Mesa Verde (LPD 19) and supply officer aboard USS John C.
Stennis (CVN 74). He has served in a wide range of shore and
joint staff assignments with the U.S. Naval Academy, Naval Supply Systems Command, the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations Programming Division (N80), Defense Logistics Agency
Land and Maritime, and The Joint Chiefs of Staff. As a Navy
Individual Augmentee, he was the manpower and personnel
branch chief (J-1) and theater-wide construction deputy branch
chief of the Joint Contracting Command – Iraq/Afghanistan,
supporting Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom.
Jason’s last assignment was as the director of operations and
plans, Defense Logistics Agency – Troop Support, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

By Jessica Wharton, SC, USN, NSCS PAO

The Navy Supply Corps School (NSCS) hosted CDR
Monica Tate’s promotion ceremony to Captain
(Major Command) on September 2, 2022. Staff,
students, family and friends gathered at NSCS as
CAPT (ret) Glen Leverette gave the invocation and
CAPT Melissa Williams presided over the ceremony. It was a day befitting 22 years of dedicated
service to the United States Navy and the Supply
Corps Community.
“Major accomplishments are not achieved single
handedly”, said Monica. “I’ve been blessed with a
network of family, friends, and mentors and I am
eternally grateful to all of them for the guidance,
love and support shown to me (and my daughters)
over the course of my career.”
Monica is a native of Chicago, Illinois and received
her commission through OCS Pensacola, in May
2001. She earned a B.S. degree in Management
Information Systems from Norfolk State University; M.B.A. from The College of William and Mary;
Masters of National Strategy and Resourcing from
National Defense University, Eisenhower School.
Monica is currently the Executive Officer at the
Navy Supply Corps School in Newport, RI. Her
next assignment will be as Commanding Officer at
DCMA Manassas.
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Around the Corps: Visiting with industry
By Lydia Koh, Spouse Representative
Recently, I had an incredible opportunity to visit the Starbucks
headquarters and the first Starbucks Reserve Roastery in Seattle with the
Navy Supply Corps Foundation Northwest Chapter.
The partners I encountered were inspiring in what they do every
day as they are passionate about upholding Starbucks’ mission and values, “one person, one cup and one neighborhood at a time”.
During our coffee tasting, we were all fascinated by the history of
Yukon Blend, which was one of their very first blends. Yukon Blend was
created for one of their original customers, the captain of a fishing boat in
Seattle’s Pike Place Market in 1971. The captain wanted a coffee to warm
up his crew members as their long days fishing in the cold waters where
the Yukon River feeds into the Bering Sea.
The creative investment and innovative efforts to improve the
E2E Supply Chain capabilities were eye opening. Starbucks has created
a globally impactful, effective, efficient, and sustainable way to serve one
person, one cup, one neighborhood at a time.
Lastly, their commitment to hire the military veterans and
spouses, and to recognize their services and sacrifices through the Military Veteran and Military Spouse Recruiting Program and Armed Forces
Network Program were truly valued and appreciated by all who attended
the visit. One key employee benefit is the Arizona State University (ASU)
tuition reimbursement program. They offer more than 40 undergraduate
degree programs online with full tuition reimbursement for Starbucks
partner’s spouse or dependent without any obligatory terms upon graduation. That means an employee does not need to use full GI Bill benefits
and can transfer the unused portion to their spouse or child.
I hope other military spouses and dependents will have opportunities to participate in networking events and functions like this, utilizing
the NSCF platform to grow our personal development and professional
goals.

.

Northwest Chapter Members (l to r): LCDR Marufudeen Oladipupo, LT Jose Chan, LT Jose Chirinos, LCDR David J DiSanto,
LCDR Justin Tinsley, LT Martin Soto-Perez, ENS Jose Osuna, LCDR Taylor Shipley, LT Tyler Owen, CDR Robert Salire, LCDR
JP Amposta, LT Andrew Steczo, LT Jackson Murphy, LTJG Brendan Castiller, ENS Kaitlin Baumann, LT Krista Yarbrough,
LTJG Zoe Babowice, RDML (ret) Kristen Fabry.
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Around the Corps: Hampton Roads Chapter JO mentoring & Chapter turnover

Above: The NSCF-HR Chapter hosted an Expeditionary Supply Officer info and
mentoring session attended by more than 30 junior officers in November. Left: At the
following social, CAPT Tommy Neville, CNSL turned over Chapter Presidency to
CAPT Mike York, USFF (l to r: CAPT Mike York, the Fleet Supply Officer,
RDML Matt Ott, CAPT Tommy Neville).

Around the Corps: Captain Josh Hill visits CA
By LCDR Ismail “Taj” Tajudeen, SC, USN, Monterey Chapter President
Recently, CAPT Josh Hill (NAVSUP WSS) made a well-appreciated stop in Monterey to interact with Supply
Corps Officers at a Naval Supply Corps Foundation event. Josh was on a personal trip and stopped by to briefly speak with
the Supply Corps Community. The Chapter also supported a Supply Corps Foundation-Monterey Chapter Golf Tournament; leadership turnover social: LCDR Ismail Tajudeen relieved LCDR Ryan Cram as the president; and a visit by CAPT
Bobby Barakat to Monterey, CA.
The Chapter stayed busy throughout the fall. The Fun Bunch picnic welcomed new families in September and
October brought the Chapter together to celebrate recently promoted or selected LCDRs. The Monterey Chapter participated in the Big Sur Half-Marathon fundraising event in November, as well as a group Community Service project. They
will Hail and Farewell arriving and graduating Supply Corps Officers in December.
Members, don’t forget to change your Chapter affiliation on the NSCF website when relocating to ensure you
receive emails from your local Chapter on upcoming events and opportunities.
CAPT Josh Hill
addressed Supply
Corps Officers at a
Naval Supply Corps
Foundation event in
Monterey CA. and
(right) spoke with
Supply Corps Students
at Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey CA.
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Scholarship Committee: The 2023 Scholarship Season is here ~ up to $10,000 awards
By CAPT Jim Shelton, SC, USN, Scholarship Committee Chair
50 years ago, the Scholarship Program formed on the basis of the Navy Supply Corps Foundation’s desire to provide
dependents of qualifying Supply Corps personnel, financial
assistance to pursue a college education. Today, in addition
to dependents (child, grandchild, or spouse) of current and
former Supply Corps Officers, children and spouses of active or retired supply enlisted rating members are eligible
for scholarships. Scholarship applicants and recipients must
attend an accredited two or four-year post-secondary institution to be considered eligible to receive financial assistance for
undergraduate studies. The Supply Corps Foundation has set
strategic priorities to increase the amount of the scholarships
awarded to offset rising costs of advanced education for our
Supply Corps Community, their spouses, and descendants.
In 2022, the Scholarship Committee reviewed 77 scholarship packages and awarded 38 new scholarships totaling
$159,500. In addition to the 38 new scholarships, 15 previously
awarded, multi-year scholarships, and six Memorial Scholarships were also awarded to bring the overall scholarship award
total to $245,000 for 2022. Since 1971, the Foundation has
awarded 2,698 scholarships valued in excess of $6,546,000.
For the 2023 scholarship season, the committee would like to see an increase in applications, especially from our enlisted
and spouse communities. In 2022, the Scholarship Committee only received six enlisted-sponsored applications and no applications for spouses. Additionally, we would like to increase the number of eligible applications. To this end, applicants
must ensure they have provided a full and complete scholarship package to be eligible for consideration. In 2022, there were
17 incomplete packages that were not reviewed since they did not have all required documentation. The package must have a
complete Scholarship application, essays on specific topics provided, Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) form,
sealed official high school or college transcripts, letter of recommendation and a signed check sheet with signature form.
For more information on scholarship applications, current Memorial Funds, and how to donate to the Scholarship Fund,
visit the Programs/Scholarship Programs section of the Foundation website at www.usnscf.com. Also, follow the Supply Corps
Foundation social media channels and like/share/post to spread the word about this excellent opportunity for Navy Supply
Corps Officer and enlisted family members throughout our Community.
Please help us increase or applications for 2023 by getting the word out on the Foundation Scholarship Program!

Additional
scholarship
opportunities
for
US Navy
family members
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Dolphin
Scholarship
Foundation
www.dolphinscholarship.org
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Guest Contributor: Scholarship tips ~ Anchor Scholarship Organization
By Ingrid Turner, Director of Operations, Anchor Scholarship Organization

You’ve heard...it’s Scholarship Season! Words that can make the mighty tremble! There are thousands of scholarships out
there and where to start can be overwhelming. Several scholarship foundations serve families of Navy sailors and Anchor
Scholarship Foundation is one of them. We serve specific communities within the Navy, providing scholarships to the
family members of Active Duty, Honorably Discharged, and Retired (AD, HD, Ret) sailors (enlisted and officers).
When applying for a scholarship, the following questions should be answered before you do anything:
What are the eligibility requirements?
• Basic eligibility for some scholarships that serve Navy families require the service member (enlisted or officer, AD, HD,
Ret) to have supported a specific community, i.e., Surface, Aviation, rank, etc., and potentially hold a specific qualification
or serve for a certain amount of time.
• Read the eligibility requirements carefully. Before your eyes glaze over, get your parent or spouse involved. It’s their
service that will allow you to apply and they know the lingo and what the documentation looks like. This may be the more
difficult portion of the application but may only need to be done the first time you apply.
• Oh, and don’t forget the WHO. High school senior, college student, spouse of sailor. Is there an age limit? (No, spouses
don’t have an age limit.)
How much is the scholarship worth?
• A bunch of small scholarships can still make a big impact. Big or small, if you don’t apply, you won’t be awarded a scholarship. That said, consider if the level of effort is worth the payout should you be awarded a scholarship. Using Anchor as
an example, our scholarships range from $2,000 to $6,0000. The first time a family member applies they will need to prove
eligibility. After that, you and the rest of your family members may be eligible and will not need to repeat that part of the
application. Worth the effort!
Where can I use the money?
• School of course! Ok, what type of school? What type of education are they offering? Degree programs, certification
programs, non-traditional programs? This is information about a scholarship you want to know before you start the work.
If it doesn’t fit, you don’t want to waste your time.
How can the money be used?
• Each organization has their own guidelines as to how the money can be used. Some can only be applied to tuition; others can be used for other aspects of cost of attendance. Know this though, in most cases, the monies will be sent to the
institution you are planning on or currently are attending. It will rarely go to the student directly.
How many parts does the scholarship application have?
• Yes, PARTS! Anchor’s application, like many others, has two parts. The first is the Eligibility application where the student and sailor (also known as sponsor) provide documentation showing that the sponsor’s service meets the eligibility
requirements. The second is the Scholarship application. This is all on the student. We require transcripts, recommendations, essays, and a Student Aid Report—other organizations may need less or more.
Know the DEADLINES!!!
• When does the application open (many open in October)? Each part may have a different deadline. Eligibility usually
ends first, followed by scholarship. Don’t wait until the last minute, especially if you need something from someone else,
i.e., recommendation(s), transcripts, etc.
See below for a list of additional scholarships available to the Navy community and check out our website for
updates and additional resources, including educational Zoom sessions during the Scholarship Season.
S
U
R
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E

Anchor
Scholarship
Foundation
www.anchorscholarship.org

Surface Navy
Association
www.navysna.org
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Transition Committee: Networking ~ Build the relationship
By CDR Bob Dolan, SC, USN, (Ret.), Transition Committee Chair
Networking - What is it ? Networking is the exchange of information and ideas among people with a common profession or special interest, usually in an informal social setting. Networking is about building a relationship, beginning with
establishing a rapport with others. At its heart, networking is built on trust, common interests, and shared personality
traits. Networking is a give and take that requires nurturing and work. Remember, it’s a relationship—it is not a one-time
activity or event.
Transitioning to civilian life is a process that takes time. Not only are you getting used to a new way of life and a
new career, but you’ll have to navigate different types of relationships and make decisions in a way you didn’t have to until
now. But once you know what you want to do in the next chapter of your life, you can take actionable steps and live your
best post-military life.
When military members begin to take a step towards exiting the military, they’re often told to network. Because
this was not a critical skill development for most in the military, many are at a loss, or even worse, misunderstand the
idea of networking. Some military members consider networking done because they belong to an alumni Facebook page.
But it’s much more than just a “like” on a social networking platform. Networking is a system of sharing information and
services among individuals and groups with a common interest. In other words, networking is the deliberate time spent
dedicated to creating this group. Developing it early and dedicating time to it is often critical to transition.
LinkedIn as a Networking Platform ~ If you do not have a LinkedIn account, get one now. LinkedIn is a social network
that focuses on professional networking and career development. You can use LinkedIn to display your resume, search
for jobs, and enhance your professional reputation by posting updates and interacting with other people. Your LinkedIn
profile is your resume that anyone can review and can help present your personal brand. Most companies Human Resources Departments will use it as your resume when you apply for a job. Unlike a resume LinkedIn is a one size fits all,
so everything goes into it.
LinkedIn offers U.S. veterans a free one-year Premium Career subscription when they meet all eligibility requirements. It’s a more robust version of a basic LinkedIn account. Being a Premium Career member, you get access to LinkedIn Learning's library of more than 10,000 free courses and insight into companies that you are interested in working for.
Developing Your LinkedIn Profile ~ A good first impression is always important when you’re networking in person, and it’s
the same for online networking. Before you start networking with your LinkedIn account, make sure your profile is filled
out and fully optimized. Every section of your LinkedIn profile should be complete, with no obvious blank spaces or gaps.
Never take for granted the impact of a first impression. Make it look professional by updating all fields of your profile,
especially your headline that includes keywords to give people a better idea of what you do.
Once your profile is finished keep it updated. The more frequently you update your profile, the easier it will be for you to
rise in LinkedIn’s search engine, therefore increasing your chances to connect with people who are interested in what you
can offer.
Connect on LinkedIn ~ My number one piece of advice for networking on LinkedIn is to make sure you’re connected with
people you know, including friends, family, and colleagues. These are the people who likely know you best, can speak to
your work ethic and who you are as an individual. Check out the “People You May Know” feature on the “My Network”
Continued on page 13

Shop AMAZON SMILE, Give to the Foundation
Support the Foundation every time you shop! When you shop at smile.amazon.com and designate
the Navy Supply Corps Foundation, Inc. as your charity, Amazon donates 0.5% of your purchases to the
Foundation—without any cost to you! AmazonSmile is the same Amazon you know! Same products,
same prices, same service! Support us by starting your shopping at
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/23-7066533.
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tab on LinkedIn as an easy way to find and connect with people
who went to the same school as you, who work in similar roles or
industries and based in the same city.
You might also reach out to people you may not have spoken to in a while can feel uncomfortable, but there are easy ways
to break the ice. Consider reaching out via a message on LinkedIn
acknowledging the time gap with an introduction like: “It’s been a
while since we last spoke, I hope you’re staying well in light of the
current circumstances.” You can also engage with their content on
LinkedIn by “liking” or commenting on their posts to show your
support. Take every opportunity to grow your network. Use the
“Add Note” feature when requesting to connect on LinkedIn.
Connect with people with whom you've had professional interactions, even if limited. You never know where the next opportunity
will come from, or whom you may be able to offer an opportunity.
Networking, like mentoring, is a two-way street. In your current
job...don’t just look up...also look across and down the organization.
What Next - Share your insights and stories by posting ~ A great way
to network on LinkedIn is by sharing your experiences and ideas,
and you can do this in a few different ways. Consider re-sharing a
connection’s LinkedIn post with one or two of your key takeaways.
Share a few learnings based on your experience and ask your network for their tips—possibly opening a conversation in the comments section of your post. You can also Run a Poll to get insights
and perspectives from your network and use responses to start a
conversation.
Try to post on a regular basis and include relevant hashtags
with your content to extend reach beyond your first-degree connections. If you’re job seeking, this could prompt hiring managers
or other professionals to reach out to you directly. By connecting
with people, you know on LinkedIn, you’ll not only see more relevant conversations in your feed, but you’ll also have visibility into
your connections’ professional networks. For more tips to share
your insights on LinkedIn, read here.
Summary ~ Networking is all about building lasting relationships
– interacting allows your network to grow. The more you interact,
the more likely it is that you’ll be noticed and remembered. Participate in discussions within your Groups, answer questions that
showcase your expertise, and share relevant content. Remember
that groups are about community. And of course, keep sites like
LinkedIn professional.
For a more personnel connection you might also join a local Foundation Chapter in your area. To find a Chapter near you,
contact the Chapter President for more information through usnscf.com.
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@navy supply corps foundation
LinkedIn Groups can help you form new connections. Start with the Navy Supply Corps Foundation. The Foundation provides a built-in network
of supply professionals, active, retired and reserves
to support you in your transition process. Through
its 38 Chapters across the U.S., you have a built-in
Community network of Supply professionals that
can assist you in making the right connections.
To get started in searching for groups to join:
1. Tap into the Search bar.
2. Type in Navy Supply Corps Foundation in the
search bar
3. In the search results page, filter the results by
tapping Groups on top of the page.
4. Tap REQUEST TO JOIN the Navy Supply Corps
Foundation.
Next you can add your school groups and reach
out to alumni. You can also find volunteer organizations and associations you belong to. LinkedIn
allows you to join up to 50 groups. Comment on
posts, providing your personal experience; respond
to comments that highlight your expertise, and
share ideas with other experts in your niche.
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Chapter Presidents

Kansas

LCDR Blake Whittle
KansasPres@usnscf.com

Bay Area

Korean Peninsula

CAPT (ret) Kurt Libby

KoreanPenPres@usnscf.com

BayAreaPres@usnscf.com
Greater Boston Area

Mechanicsburg

CAPT (ret) Rick Moore

Memphis

Currently Inactive

Monterey Peninsula

LCDR Ryan Zintgraff

Newport, R.I.

CDR James Semerad

Northeast Georgia

Currently Inactive

Northwest

CDR Mark Kuntzel

Ohio

LT William Peters

Patuxent River

CAPT Russ Pendergrass

Philadelphia Area

CDR Richard Hartl

San Diego

CDR Christopher Radke

Sasebo

CAPT (ret) Jack May
CAPT Mike York

Sigonella

LCDR John Harmony

Southwest Asia

CDR Jetta Dillon

SigonellaPres@usnscf.com

HamptonRoadsPres@usnscf.com
Hawaii

CAPT Peter Holdorf

SWAsiaPres@usnscf.com

HawaiiPres@usnscf.com
Iberian Peninsula

St. Louis

CDR Thurman Phillips

Tampa Bay

OPEN
CAPT Paige Sherman

Twin Cities

LCDR Charmaine Yap

Ventura County

LCDR Kevin Peters

LCDR Al Sabogal
VenturaCountyPres@usnscf.com

JacksonvillePres@usnscf.com
Japan

CDR (ret) Robert Dolan
TwinCitiesPres@usnscf.com

ItalyPres@usnscf.com
Jacksonville

CDR Deborah McIvy
TampaBayPres@usnscf.com

IndianaCrossroadsPres@usnscf.com
Naples

CDR Brian Garbert
StLouisPres@usnscf.com

IberianPeninsulaPres@usnscf.com
Indiana Crossroads

Currently Inactive
SaseboPres@usnscf.com

GulfcoastPres@usnscf.com
Hampton Roads

CAPT Cielo Almanza
SanDiegoPres@usnscf.com

GuamPres@usnscf.com
Gulf Coast

LCDR Jay McFarland
PhiladelphiaPres@usnscf.com

GrotonNewLondonPres@usnscf.com
Guam

CAPT Matthew Brickhaus
PAXRiverPres@usnscf.com

GreatSaltLakePres@usnscf.com
Groton/New London

Currently Inactive
OhioPres@usnscf.com

GreatLakesPres@usnscf.com
Great Salt Lake

CDR Robert Salire
NorthwestPres@usnscf.com

DjiboutiPres@usnscf.com
Great Lakes

LT Michael McCleary
NEGAPres@usnscf.com

DiegoGarciaPres@usnscf.com
Djibouti

LT Kim Bossu
NewportPres@usnscf.com

DetroitPres@usnscf.com
Diego Garcia

LCDR Ismail Tasudeen
MontereyPres@usnscf.com

DFWRegionPres@usnscf.com
Detroit Area

Currently Inactive
MemphisPres@usnscf.com

ColoRockPres@usnscf.com
Dallas Fort Worth

CAPT Joe Peth
MechanicsburgPres@usnscf.com

GreaterBostonPres@usnscf.com
Colorado Rockies

LTJG Zheng Li

Washington DC

CAPT Evelyn Lee
WashingtonDCPres@usnscf.com

JapanPres@usnscf.com

When new officers are installed, please send the president’s name and email address to webadmin@usnscf.com.
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Chapter Spotlight: Iberian Peninsula is reactivated
By LTJG William Clark, SC, USN, Member

The Iberian Peninsula Chapter inaugural dinner with VIP guest RDML Patrick Hayden.

The Foundation is pleased to announce the reactivation of the Iberian Peninsula Chapter—encompassing Spain
and Portugal. “With the increased growth and diversity of Supply Corps officers at Naval Station Rota as well as the relaxation of COVID rules, it was determined that now was the time to re-establish the Foundation,” said Chapter President
CDR Bert Phillips, Director, NAVSUP FLC Sigonella Site Rota. “As someone who has held positions in both the Hawaii
Chapter and the overall Foundation, and as the senior Supply Officer in Spain, I felt it was my duty to get this organization
back up and running,” he said. “I could think of no better way than to have the newly appointed N4 for the Region RDML
Patrick Hayden provide some remarks and kick off our new beginning. We will look to the growth of our chapter and our
involvement with our host nation.”
“The re-establishment of the Chapter is just another step in the growth of our junior Supply Officers and furthering their understanding of the Foundation’s heritage and traditions, that make us who we are and what we stand for,”
Phillips said.
Inactive since 2015, the Iberian Peninsula Chapter joins the 37 other chapters around the globe that support and
celebrate the Supply Community by promoting camaraderie, professional and social networking, and supporting Members in need—for more than 50 years.

Monterey Peninsula
Chapter October 2022
Hail of Supply Corps
families and celebration
of newly promoted or
selected LCDRs. Kids
and adults had a great
time and a chance to reconnect with old friends
and make new ones.
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Chapter Spotlight: Philadelphia Chapter
By LTJG Gigiola Green, SC, USN, Member
Congratulations to newly appointed officers of the Philadelphia Chapter:
President: CDR Jay McFarland, Vice President: CDR (S) Jennifer Charlton, Secretary: LCDR Daniel Hatting, Community
Outreach: CDR Patrick Amundson, Treasurer: CDR(S) Christopher Norman, Sponsorship Coordinator: Nate Nusz, Webmaster: LTJG Gigiola Green.
Supply Corps Promotions- Philadelphia: Congratulations to CAPT Andrew Henwood, CAPT Joshua Hill, CDR Jay McFarland, CDR Scott Adams, CDR Patrick Amundson, CDR Adam Hilliard and CDR Chase Vizzier on their recent promotions.
These promotions signify major career millstones, trust, increased authority and accountability. Well done!
FY23 Supply Corps CDR Selections- Philadelphia: Congratulations to LCDR Jennifer Charlton, LCDR David Couchman,
LCDR Nicholas Mader, LCDR Mabi Morgan, and LCDR Christopher Norman. Congratulations and well done!
In September, back to school kicked off with a bang at Philadelphia Learning Academy-South, as members of the
NSCF-Philadelphia Chapter delivered over 300 pounds of critical school supplies. Philadelphia Learning Academy-South
encourages their students to give 100% effort towards making their school and community better. We are honored to support
the faculty’s vision.
Philadelphia Chapter President CDR Jay McFarland stated, “This commitment was made possible through generous donations provided by Chapter Members, all seeking to make a difference through equipping local youth with tools that
enable success.” The Chapter’s vice-president LCDR Jennifer Charlton added, “Generosity is at the core of the volunteer
mission of this Chapter. We hope the spirit of giving and caring will take root and carry on throughout future back-to-school
seasons— amplifying the impact that giving can have on students and importance of giving back to the community in which
we proudly serve today.”
Each year, the Chapter donates school supplies to an elementary school, to ensure students have what they need to
succeed. “We’re here for children and families to enjoy school, enjoy learning, and thrive. We want to support in any possible
way we can,” said LCDR Daniel Hatting, the Chapter’s secretary.
The Philadelphia Chapter believes playing an active role in the community can have a positive and lasting impact on
society. We all have the unique opportunity to make a difference today, for tomorrow.

Staff and military pictured
from left to right: Ms. Maggie Harbour (English), Mr.
Mohammad Camara (Social
Studies), Ms. Winnie Gralinski
(Math), Dr. Darryl Blackwell
(Principal), Commander Jay
McFarland, Ms. Kia IrelandHall (Science), FLTLT Dean
Topp, Lieutenant Commander
Jennifer Charlton, Lieutenant
Commander Daniel Hatting,
and Ms. Edda Loredo (School
Counselor).
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Chapter Spotlight: Pax River Chapter
By LT Ashley Loyer, SC, USN, Member

NAVAIR Patuxent River has extensive history of achieving progress by capitalizing on diversity, integration, and
interaction. NSCF-PRC upheld this tradition by taking a bold course in 2022 to exit the era of social distancing and return to face-to-face interactions. Led by Captain Matthew Brickhaus, our executive board challenged themselves to find
ways to maximize in-person Professional Development and Community Outreach opportunities. The board designed an
ambitious plan to meet these goals with teamwork and dedication. The NSCF-PRC is seeing outstanding results in the
development of our members while simultaneously inspiring our community.
The NSCF-PRC professional development efforts include opportunities both close to home and outside the local
area. The expertise of our Supply Corps officers is being shaped through a monthly mentorship series called the “Brown
Bag Lunch Series.” This type of relaxed meeting environment encourages dynamic conversation between all ranks over
topics such as team building, networking, FITREP guidelines, records management, personal and professional goals,
healthy lifestyles, and communication skills. As the Professional Development Coordinator for the Chapter, LCDR Andy
Foursha extended our networking opportunities outside the area. During a tour in March at the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA) Headquarters located at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, Foundation Members gained insight into the immense scope of
DLA’s mission. In April, Officers participated in a tour of the Northrop Grumman BWI Campus located in Baltimore,
Maryland, where they learned how Northrop builds and tests radar systems for aircrafts as well as land and maritime
systems. The Chapter was afforded another outstanding opportunity to tour the Pentagon, the nerve center of the Department of Defense, led by CAPT William Benham. In August, the NSCF-PRC enjoyed a remarkable familiarization tour of
NAVSUP Weapon Systems Support – Aviation, in Philadelphia, PA. The professional development options have inspired
our members to improve the knowledge and skills it takes to be successful in all aspects of operations.
Interspersed throughout these gatherings within the Corps, there is a dynamic and diverse set of community
service activities coordinated by LT Adrian Copiaco. The year started with NSCF-PRC members, spouses, and kids participating in the annual “Wreaths Out” event, held at Arlington National Cemetery, where they removed thousands of
wreaths from headstones around the cemetery. In April, volunteers devoted hours to cleaning, painting, landscaping, and
repairing a house in Prince George's county for the Christmas in April Event, “Neighbors Helping Neighbors.” The NSCFPRC held its first golf tournament in May at the Cedar Point Golf Club. It had been two years since the Chapter held a golf
tournament and this one proved to be huge success, raising money for the NSCF Scholarship Program to benefit dependents and descendants of active duty, reserve, retired, and former Navy Supply Corps Officers. In August, volunteers supported the annual Patuxent River Kids Triathlon by guiding participants through the course, managing traffic to ensure
a safe event, and promoting improved physical health. The NSCF-PRC adapted to COVID challenges and maintained a
positive impact both internally and externally throughout 2022. With excellent leadership, teamwork and devoted members, the Patuxent River Chapter positively impacted both the local community and the Corps. For additional Chapter
information and to follow our Chapter on Facebook, follow https://www.facebook.com/nscf.prc.
Top left: Pax River Chapter members toured the Defense Logistics Agency Headquarters at Fort Belvoir,
Virginia and (top right) Members volunteered for the Christmas in April organization helping senior citizens
clean and repair local homes.
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Suicide Prevention Awareness: Becoming an Ironman in a High Tempo AOR
By LTJG William Clark, SC, USN, Member
Before I arrived to my new duty station at NAVSUP
FLCSI – Site Rota, Spain, I took leave. While on leave, my
good friend and classmate from The Naval Academy, Captain Carlos Gallardo randomly called and we caught up on
our personal and military lives. Carlos cross-commissioned
from USNA to the Air Force and aspirated to be an Air
Force Special Forces Pararescue (PJ) Specialist. Carlos was
always in shape and pushed himself physically. At USNA,
we held each other accountable—he made me go harder
and longer than I thought I was capable. When we spoke,
Carlos mentioned he had minor setbacks with his PJ pipeline and asked what I was training for and what goals I had.
I had none at the time, I just made sure to train hard and
stay in shape. Carlos suggested I do the ultimate endurance
race, an Ironman Triathlon. We briefly spoke about this in
the past, the idea of training together. I gave in and told him
that he was right, and I would do it for him. He ended the
call by saying to reach out if I ever need anything, that he
cared and loved me.
About two months after I arrived in Spain, on May
16, 2022, I received a phone call that Carlos had committed suicide. I don’t know what demons he battled, but I
wish I reached out and spoke to him one last time. At that
point, I decided I would do an Ironman for him and for
all military members struggling out there. I registered for
the next available and closest race—Barcelona on October
2nd. Having a little over four months to train and prepare
myself, I was determined to complete the race.
An Ironman Triathlon consists of a 2.4-mile swim,
112-mile bike ride, and a 26.2-mile (Marathon) run—completed in that one order, one after the other. Before I started
training, I had not ridden a bike longer than an hour. I had
a decent road bike and just went with what I had at the
time. Everything is mental and anything is possible. This
was for Carlos.
My job title at NAVSUP FLCSI – Site Rota is the
Logistics Support Officer for Fleet Support. The main mission of this job is in the title Support the Fleet. We ensure
all ships, units, and personnel in the AOR are supported,
whether it be providing support in cargo, food, fuel, postal,
etc. Fleet Support enables the warfighter to perform their
mission to the fullest capability. With current world events,
the Op-Tempo in the Sixth Fleet has been more than demanding—constant logistic support and last minute evolutions; working million dollar food orders and parts for
the Truman and Bush Carrier Strike Groups; getting parts
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Top: The ID bracelet of CPT Carlos Gallardo, the
inspiration behind William’s desire to compete.
Above: LTJG William Clark completed the Ironman Triathalon in Barcelona. He finished the
140.6 miles in 11 hours and 53 minutes.

Continued on page 19
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shipped and transported to ships late at
night, early mornings, and on weekends;
emergent port visit support, and even having to go to TAD across Europe to make
sure whatever ship is supported wherever
they were pulling into. Whatever requirements arose, the Fleet Support team alongside other entities on NAVSTA Rota, made
it happen.
Balancing my job while training for an
Ironman was challenging. My days began
at 0430 and often included an hour swim
during lunch. Each training session was
about 3-4 hours a day. On weekends training would last 4-6 hours, mainly focusing on-the-bike time. I stayed disciplined
and focused during those months. As much as I wanted to go out and have fun with friends on Friday and Saturday nights,
I knew what my morning would consist of. I wanted to be prepared and ready for this Ironman—I was doing this for Carlos. Along with early mornings and hard training days came a lot of unnecessary stress and irritability. I did not want the
training I was going through to affect my job. Though I was drained after most days, I knew I would come out stronger,
both mentally and physically—anything is possible. I was never going quit on this goal Carlos set for me.
On October 2nd I flew to Barcelona for the Ironman competition. The entire time I was racing, I had Carlos in
the back of my mind. I finished the Ironman in 11 hours and 53 minutes. 140.6 miles (226 km) of work done. Every
person has a “why” when they have a goal. My “why” was Carlos and all active and veteran service members out there
struggling. We all need to remember—we matter and are loved. Reach out and find help because it is there. You are here
for a reason. Carlos, this was for you. YOU ARE AN IRONMAN!!

Act now to save on taxes
Your support is always appreciated, and especially during the past year of uncertainty. Thank
you for your partnership, enabling the Foundation to continue our programs and fulfill
our mission, which at our core is to serve the Navy Supply Corps Community.
Many people are discovering that they can make a big difference to help further the
Foundation’s mission with an IRA charitable rollover gift.
For an added benefit, consider designating the Foundation as a beneficiary of your IRA.
In addition, the IRA charitable rollover provides several benefits to Foundation Members.
If you are 70 1⁄2 and older, you can roll over up to $100,000 from your IRA to the Foundation.
You won’t be taxed on the transfer. Best of all, it’s easy and your gift counts
dollar-for-dollar to support our important mission.
Please consult your personal financial advisor for information specific to your situation.
Please note that if you decided to transfer or donate directly from a financial institution, make
sure that the institution includes your name on the check. Email executivedirector@usnscf.com
with any questions or for more information. Thank you for supporting our Supply Corps Family!
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Spouse Group Spotlight: A peek inside the Hampton Roads Spouses “Fun Bunch”
By Amy Ott, Hampton Roads Spouse Leader
The NSCF-Hampton Roads Fun Bunch is made up of a supportive group of people whose goal is to get together
once a month to have fun, socialize, build a network, and learn from one another. Dwayla Booth and Kristi Huber are
two fantastic Supply Corps spouses who led our group and coordinated events in 2021-2022. After four years of terrific
leadership, Dwayla passed the torch to Kristi for the 2022-2023 year.
Dwayla’s role as Fun Bunch coordinator combined many of the things she enjoys most: event planning, hosting,
volunteering, and serving others. Because of this role, she became more involved in the Supply Corps Spouse Community
at large. This allowed volunteer and social opportunities within the larger Navy Community to include Naval Officers’
Spouses Club-Hampton Roads and the Tidewater Collection Charity Boutiques. A nugget of advice she will never forget is that it’s always good to have Supply Corps spouse representation at different events, committees, boards, and joint
services collaboration. We do a great job of this here in Hampton Roads. One of her favorite events was the 2019 holiday
social where we had such a great time collecting supplies and gift cards for the Fisher House at Naval Medical Center
Portsmouth. We celebrated the season and also served others with generous donations that were well received. When we
gather, it’s amazing to watch how Supply Corps spouses bond almost instantly over any and everything from shared or
favorite duty stations to commiserating over work ups, deployments, or geo-baching. The military spouse has a unique set
of characteristics and Dwayla believes the Fun Bunch is one outlet for making long lasting connections.
Kristi recounts the first time she learned about the Fun Bunch in 2013, while attending one of her first Supply
Corps Balls in Washington D.C. Kristi, not yet a spouse, was introduced to Spouses Deb Begley and Iris Collis who enthusiastically pulled her on the dance floor exclaiming “you’re one of us now,” and she has never looked back. Subsequently,
the Hubers PCS’d to Hawaii for one year, during which time Kristi felt lucky to be able to rely on the Fun Bunch headed by
Beth Morgan and crew. Being so far from home, Kristi recognized the true importance and value of having an automatic
network and support system…and lasting friendships began. Upon moving to the Hampton Roads area in 2021, Kristi
was eager to help support the local chapter and be a part of the post-COVID reinvigoration of the local Chapter.
The Hampton Roads Fun Bunch tries to diversify locations, times, and types of events to create something for
everyone. Two of our Fun Bunch events this year, the Brunch and Beach Day and the Family Lunch and Play, were
weekend activities that included the kids and our Supply Officers. At our Welcome and Fall Open House, we enjoyed
Continued on page 21
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Continued from page 20
socializing and catching up with new and old friends. At
this event, we filled out a survey so our group could get a
better idea of availability, preferred activities, and interest
in planning/hosting future events. Our Supply Corps families live throughout the Hampton Roads area and being so
spread out can make it challenging to get together. The survey helped us better understand where families live so we
can plan a variety of events in different locations around
our great community.
We communicate our upcoming events on Facebook (Hampton Roads Navy Supply Corps Spouses' Fun
Bunch) and welcome additions. After getting canceled last
year due to Covid, many of us are looking forward to a
Thursday Evening out at The Cavalier, a beautiful historic
hotel near the Virginia Beach oceanfront. In December, we
will join forces with the Navy Supply Corps FoundationHampton Roads for the 2nd Annual Holiday Party and
Army/Navy Football game at the Farragut House on the
Norfolk Navy Base. Go Navy! Beat Army!
As military families, we have so many shared and
unique experiences. We are our greatest resource! The Fun
Bunch is a great way to be involved, have fun, volunteer,
and make life long friends!

Combined Federal Campaign (CFC)
The mission of the CFC is to promote and support
philanthropy through a program that is employee
focused, cost-efficient, and effective in providing
all federal employees the opportunity to improve
the quality of life for all.
The solicitation period opened September 1, 2022
and runs through January 14, 2023.
New employees may make pledges within 30 days
of entry on duty, if outside of the
campaign solicitation period.
The benefits of the CFC can be seen in every
program we offer our Supply Community—
and it’s so easy to participate!
Join the CFC 2022 Giving Campaign! Pledge your
donation to the Foundation through the CFC ~ the
Navy Supply Corps Foundation, Inc. CFC #10281 .
Visit https://givecfc.org/home to sign up and name
the Foundation (#10281) as your charity.
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Supply Corps History: The Embroidered Supply Oak Leaf Uniform Insignia
By CAPT Donald Hoffmann, SC, USN (Ret.), Member
A sprig of 3 gold oak leaves with 3 acorns is recognized
today as the insignia of a U.S. Navy Supply Corps Officer. Since
1918, Pay Corps and then Supply Corps Officers beginning in
1919, have worn a stand-alone embroidered oak leaf insignia just
above the top stripe on their service dress blue coat sleeves.
Figure 1 shows a woman Supply Corps Officer with her oak leaf
corps sleeve device surrounded by a variety of embroidered oak
leaf insignia from 1918 through today. By regulation, the oak leaf
insignia fits into a rectangle 1 1/4 inches long by 3/4 inch wide
with the stems to the front on the uniform sleeve. There are various manufacturers, types of thread, and styles. As shown, stems
are either straight or curved, acorns vary in design or they are
omitted, and leaf edges range from straight to curved. Trying to
date a gold embroidered oak leaf is almost impossible, unless atFigure 1
tached to a known officer's garment.
Examples are shown in Figure 2 of other types of stand-alone oak leaf insignia authorized for use over the
years. In addition to the embroidered gold oak leaf for blues, there were sleeve insignia for WAVES, and black oak leaf insignia for WW2's Gray uniform shirt collar, Aviation Green uniform sleeves, and early Service Dress Khaki sleeves. Today
we are more familiar with the oak leaf that was worn on the camouflage "blueberry" Type I Navy Working Uniform. The
new Type III Navy Working Uniform does not include an oak leaf device for Supply Corps Officers. Only Chaplains are
authorized to wear their corps device above their rank.
So the question arises, "When was the stand-alone embroidered oak leaf first worn on a Navy uniform?" Starting
in 1866, just after the Civil War ended, Navy Paymasters, the predecessors to Supply Corps Officers, wore an embroidered
sprig of 3 oak leaves and 2 acorns on the collars of their blue sack coats to distinguish themselves as Navy Paymasters. In
Figure 3 to the left, there is a circa 1866 cabinet card (reverse image) of Assistant Paymaster Henry G. Colby in his blue
sack coat. Civil War era Paymasters and the Pursers before them wore oak leaf shoulder straps and epaulettes, and an oak
leaf device in the wreath of their caps since 1852, but never wore the oak leaf alone on their collars or sleeves. Navy line
officers began wearing the five-pointed gold star on their sleeves in 1863. Today we would look at Paymaster Colby and
say he wore his oak leaf insignia on his "lapels," and that his facial hair is quite remarkable. At first, there were no sleeve
stripes on sack coats, so there was an oak leaf and a rank device on both sides of the collar. The oak leaf insignia came in
gold or silver, with just 2 acorns. A third acorn was added in 1886.
From about 1877 to 1919, and an interim period up until 1921 for still serviceable uniforms, U.S. Navy Officers
wore a high standing collar military tunic, single-breasted style blue service coat. Figure 3 in the middle shows an example
of Pay Director Arthur Burtis wearing this uniform. A larger size silver oak leaf about 1 1/2 inches long was worn, along
with a rank device on both sides of the collar, in addition to sleeve stripes. A large gold oak leaf was worn on each collar in
1917 by Pay Officers of the US Naval Reserve Force (USNRF). From 1918 to 1919, and sometimes until 1921, Paymasters
would wear a superimposed embroidered gold oak leaf over a metal silver anchor on the collars of their tunic. Navy line
officers wore a plain metal silver fouled anchor. Navy Pay Corps Ensign James C. Flynn's uniform is shown to the right in
Figure 3, with the very short-lived oak leaf over the anchor collar device, as well as oak leaf insignia above his ensign sleeve
stripes. This was the first time an oak leaf appeared on the sleeve of an officer's blue uniform.
In summary, the Paymaster ancestors of today's Supply Corps Officers began wearing a stand-alone embroidered
sprig of oak leaves and acorns on their blue uniforms as a symbol of our staff corps in 1866. The Supply oak leaf is the
oldest staff corps insignia in the Navy dating back to 1852. The stand-alone embroidered oak leaf uniform tradition that
began over 150 years ago continues on today for the men and women afloat and ashore in the business and logistics profession who so expertly support our warfighters.
Continued on page 23
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 1. (opposite page): Shown is a woman Supply Corps Officer with her stand-alone oak leaf sleeve device just above her blue uniform
rank stripes courtesy Naval History and Heritage Command. She is surrounded by various examples of gold embroidered oak leaf sleeve
insignia in use from 1918 through today on Service Dress Blues. The embroidered oak leaf insignias shown without acorns in Figure 1
were worn from 1919 into the 1950’s on the sleeves of either Chief Pay Clerks or Pay Clerks, and later Supply Clerk warrant officers.
Figure 2. (above left): The top row are the sleeve insignia for WAVES with accents in reserve light blue. These insignia were worn by women
officers on the sleeves of their blues, whites, and cords (striped seersucker uniforms) from 1942 to 1951. The top right pair of gold oak
leaf insignia on white felt were for the women’s Service Dress White uniform before shoulder boards were authorized, but are still worn
on a woman’s Dinner Dress White jacket. The middle row illustrates an embroidered black oak leaf, probably for a gray uniform shirt
(1943-1949), Aviation Green uniform black sleeve insignia (1925-2010), and Service Dress Khaki uniform black sleeve insignia (19251941). The bottom row shows embroidered oak leaf insignia for blue coveralls and the blue camouflage “blueberry” Type I Navy Working
Uniform from 2008 through 2019.
Figure 3. (above right): Assistant Paymaster Henry G. Colby cabinet card picture (reverse image) circa 1866 wearing a newly authorized
stand-alone oak leaf collar insignia, with one horizontal rank bar directly underneath. He is also wearing the interim post Civil War cap
device in use from 1866 to 1869 that came in metal as shown, or embroidered. The Navy then adopted the current style cap device of the
eagle on a shield over 2 crossed anchors. Paymaster Colby from Vermont began his career during the Civil War in 1863 as Acting Assistant Paymaster and progressed to Pay Inspector with the equivalent rank of Commander in 1899. Middle: Image of Pay Director Arthur
Burtis from New York State circa 1899 courtesy of the Naval History and Heritage Command is shown wearing the large style silver oak
leaf (example pair below image) and eagle rank insignia on his high collar military tunic style blues. He began his Paymaster career in
1862 and retired in 1902. Above his photo are a 1917 USNRF larger size pair of gold oak leaf insignia. Right: Service Dress Blue uniform
coat and cap of Pay Corps Ensign James C. Flynn of Rhode Island courtesy of the Naval War College Museum. The tunic style uniform has
the short-lived embroidered oak leaf over a metal anchor collar device, in addition to the embroidered gold oak leaf insignia just above
the gold sleeve stripes. This uniform was officially authorized from 1918 to 1919 which is the exact span of Ensign Flynn’s Navy service.
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Heritage Committee: My Supply Corps Story
By CAPT Dana Weiner, SC, USN (Ret.), Heritage Committee Co-Chair
“Stories are for joining the past to the future.
Stories are for those late hours in the night when you can’t remember how you got
from where you were to where you are.
Stories are for eternity, when memory is erased,
when there is nothing to remember except the story.”
~Tim O’Brien

This issue of The Oakleaf features stories that span four decades of naval service. Anthony Steigelman shares a fascinating account
of his role supporting Vietnam Prisoners of War following their release from captivity, while Chris Webster recounts the heroism
and human spirit showcased by sailors on the fleet replenishment oiler USS WILLAMETTE (AO-180) following a collision at
sea. Eddie Fishburne reminisces about his naval career, highlighting the roles played by family, friends, and mentors throughout
his journey and Richard Vroman recalls a particular day, as Stock Control Officer aboard the USS MARS (AFS-1), in 1975.
Please consider sharing your stories, photos, or videos to MySupplyCorpsStory@usnscf.com. Include names, dates, and locations, if known. Unless otherwise requested, all submissions will become property of NSCF and NSCF may publish, archive, or
share content with the public.

My Supply Corps Story: The USS Willamette collision
By CDR Chris Webster, SC, USN (Ret.), Member
This is a story about afloat logistics, but it is also
a story about heroism and skill and teamwork that come
together in a time of crisis. Many stories have been written
about Naval battles and dire events on the high seas, and
there is a common thread in the human element to these.
When all there is around your ship is ocean, courage and
guts are indispensable, because there is no such thing as
a call for help when time is working against the ship and
crew.
The challenges of leadership for a young Supply
Officer responding to the test of repairing a ship that suffered major damage from a collision at sea, one which had
seen fatalities and casualties, and the competing demands
of Supply Management in the general sense, is indeed rare
and incomparable. An Inspection in the middle of the repair work was daunting to say the least. The human toll and
lessons learned would take time to understand. This story
is told from the viewpoint of the then-SUPPO/Cargo Fuels
Officer on USS Willamette, LT Chris Webster. Some of the
details are from memory (bearing in mind it was 35 yearsago). The story ought to be told by a person who was there.
USS Willamette (AO-180) was the fourth ship in the CIMARRON - class of fleet oilers and the first ship in the

Navy to bear the name. Since decommissioning, the ship is
laid-up at the Suisun Bay Reserve Fleet, Benicia, CA.
USS WILLAMETTE was homeported in Pearl Harbor, HI.
and when the ship was commissioned in 1982, she was the
first US Navy ship to be commissioned in Pearl Harbor
since 1917. She is 700 feet long, and 88 feet at the beam,
with just over 6 million gallons of cargo diesel fuel-marine
and JP-5 Jet fuel, designed for refueling ships at-sea.
To note: the ship was single screw, powered by 600lb steam
turbine propulsion. This was undoubtedly a contributing
factor to the accident.
Early in the year 1986, the ship had taken-on a full
load of cargo fuel, since the ship had to be ready on short
notice to refuel battle groups passing-by the Hawaiian operating area. The Senior Officer in the operational chain of
command was RADM Michael BOYLE, Commander Naval Surface Group, Middle Pacific (MIDPAC). Willamette’s
Commanding Officer was CDR Michael Holty (USNR).
In early February, orders came down that Willamette would
be participating in division tactical exercises in the local
operating area, in company with (among others) the USS
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Jason (AR-8). Generally, division tactics involve maneuvering at close quarters in a formation of ships, often involving sharp turns and precision response maneuvering.
Neither Willamette or Jason was designed for such activity,
and with a full load of cargo fuel, Willamette would maneuver poorly in DIVTACS but, undaunted, we got underway.
During a night formation steaming exercise on the evening
of 10 February, about 100 nautical miles (190 km; 120 mi)
southwest Pearl Harbor, Willamette collided with the USS
Jason. One of the crew on Jason was killed and eight injured.
Willamette was the Guide of the steaming formation and so the rest of the ships in the formation were using
Willamette to maintain their relative position in the formation. Jason was instructed to take station in the center rear
of the formation. It was approximately 21:00. Jason was approaching the formation from the southeast, and for a yet
unknown reason, mistakenly decided to cut through the
steaming formation, perpendicular to the formation axis ,
as opposed to going around it and approaching her station
from the rear. Reportedly several ships in the formation
maneuvered to avoid a collision. The situation assessment
and reaction on Willamette was too slow as the ships closed
on each other, and reportedly the port running light on
Jason was not illuminated, making the target angle more
difficult to discern from Willamette’s bridge in the dark
night. The Jason had shown-up on the surface search radar
at about 8,900 yards and this was reported to the bridge
team from the CIC. Nothing was done to alter course as the
ships continued on a collision course (CBDR in nautical
terms) until it was too late. The formation was travelling
at 15 knots. Willamette struck Jason approximately 1⁄3 of
the ship length from the port bow, and the resulting inertia
nearly broke the Jason in half. The time was now shortly
before 10 pm local. Ironically, on Willamette the bridge was
equipped with an early version of a then new anti-collision
system (RAYCAS) with the surface search radar. It would
later be discovered that the system was not properly utilized. The collision alarm was sounded about 30 seconds
prior to the actual collision, but most of the crew was near
the rear of the superstructure of Willamette, where most of
the berthing compartments were, and barely felt the jolt of
the impact. I was in my stateroom (on the 06 level) and felt
the ship shudder, as “emergency back full” was a distinct
feeling, a strong vibration throughout the ship, then a surge
forward and then stillness. It was obvious something was
very wrong. I ran up the ladder to the bridge and looked

forward to see the ships fused. There was initially confusion on the bridge. There was no immediate call for General
Quarters, but flames appeared from the forward bow a very
short time after the collision. General quarters was sounded
and everyone knew water-tight integrity was critical. One
could not tell from the bridge how much underwater damage there might be. It was later found that a gaping hole
in the ship’s underwater bulbus bow was allowing the sea
to rush-in forward. The ships were still “merged” and conversations bridge-to-bridge focused on the possibility that
Jason would sink if Willamette backed away, leaving a huge,
exposed gash from below the water line nearly to the main
deck. Willamette would back away when the Commanding Officers both reasoned that Jason would not sink, and
since Willamette had 6+ million gallons of combustible fuel
in its tanks, it was better to fight the fires away from Jason
to prevent a catastrophic inferno if the cargo fuel caught
fire. After the engines were applied full astern, the view of a
triangle-shaped void from the port side to below the water
line where the bow had pierced Jason's hull was unforgettable. There was bright light from fluorescent lights on Jason (she had lost power) amid the darkness of the night and
the smoke and flames from the forward compartments of
Willamette. The ships were just yards apart as Willamette
drifted backward. The collision had crushed Willamette's
bow from the rail to below the waterline and buckled the
decks back to frame 14 (about 50 feet back from the bow).
Other ships in company helped, but the ship still had power
for the fire pumps, and it was judged too risky to bring the
vessels close-aboard while the fires were still out of control.
The next day, clothing and shoes belonging to the sailors on
Jason were found on Willamette's bow. A very eerie sight.
The impact had occurred at the location of the Chief ’s
Berthing Compartment on Jason, among other compartments. One person was confirmed dead.
Damage control reports trickled-in on the Willamette bridge, and it was reported the main fire on Willamette was in the boatswain locker. Sailors know that this
is generally where paint and other hazardous (and flammable) material is kept, including the spare portable fire
extinguishers, which would explode if they became heated.
Opening the compartment from the watertight hatch could
unleash an inferno, so fire hoses were aimed at the steel
bulkhead to keep the heat from causing other damage outside the locker. If the cargo fuel caught fire, no effort could
spare the ship. In any case, the smoke was so thick that the
damage control team could not safely enter the flaming
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compartment via the hatch. Time was ticking, so holes were
cut in the deck above the compartment so that nozzles could
be inserted to extinguish the blaze or at least tamp it down
so firefighters could enter the compartment. The effort was
exhausting, and relief damage control teams were called-in
to assist. My assistant SUPPO, Ensign Joe Boddiford, had
gone to the scene to help. He was a repair locker leader, so
he had been trained in damage control. He grabbed a hose
nozzle and continued to spray water. A water-filled fire hose
tipped by a 20-pound bronze nozzle is heavy and generally
more than one person handles the hose. Joe was a big man
and had gone to the Naval Academy and played rugby. He
stayed with the hose team the rest of the night, never asking for relief. The fire was extinguished in the wee hours of
the morning. Willamette still had propulsion, so the ship
limped back to Pearl at 3 knots, although steering was very
difficult owing to the crushed underwater bulbus bow. The
OPREP-3 Navy Blue SITREP simply said “collision” and
gave the ship’s position and sketchy details of the incident.
No mention of casualties other than what was known, since
some compartments on Jason were inaccessible, and even
when made accessible, only by qualified rescue personnel.
Naturally both ships held a personnel muster, so some facts
about missing persons were known. Willamette returned to
port under her own power. The large vertical rupture from
the deck to waterline on the port side of Jason forced that
ship to be towed back to port by USS Brunswick.
Arrival at Pearl was predictably morose. The real
toll on the men could only be told later as the dust settled.
Rumors ran rampant about who-did-what, and facts were
often subordinate to inuendo. The resulting investigation
condemned the actions of the CIC and Bridge teams on
both ships. Training records of personnel were reviewed
and revealed deficiencies. Training was also cited as a main
short-coming in reporting from the Combat Information
Center (CIC) to the bridge on Willamette prior to the collision. Both captains were relieved of command, and the
Willamette never recovered any meaningful reputation
from the incident, even though facts showed that Willamette was equally at fault with the Watch standers on Jason.
She was referred-to as “Will Ram It” (she would be decommissioned in 1999). The challenge of the repair work, and
related logistics activity, settled the crews into the task athand. Willamette went into drydock for some four or five
months to cut away the damaged sections, and replace the
entire bow section of the ship, which had to be fabricated
from plans at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard.

Copy of Honolulu Star bulletin, Wednesday, February 12th, 1986.

The ship had been slated for a Supply Management
Inspection (SMI) for some time, so preparations for that
were temporarily on-hold. The incident created turbulence
in schedules and other routines, and the Supply Department quickly found itself inundated, processing hundreds
of requisitions for replacement and repair items for the
repair work, in addition to routine requisition traffic. Negotiations for supplemental funding for parts and supplies
was difficult, and no manpower was offered to assist in the
new workload. The Supply Division had only a few storekeepers under the “minimum manning” concept applied to
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the ship’s manpower allocation with one Chief Petty Officer
leading the group. So, there in the shadow of Pacific Fleet
Headquarters, the ghosts of Nimitz and Halsey were never far away, reminding everyone that getting things done
when times were tough was simply expected. I had asked
MIDPAC that the SMI be delayed, and was told firmly, “no”.
Still I counted my blessings that I was not a watch-stander
that night. (I may have been on the watch bill because I
was by then a qualified Surface Warfare Supply Corps Officer.) As the Supply Department evaluated its goals while
undergoing repairs, reality set-in that the small Supply Department had to manage the flow of requisitions, and the
preparations for the SMI in parallel. I reminded the Chief
Petty Officers in the department that morale was key as was
teamwork and value for effort. No pity parties. We divided
the work for the demanding situation so our available man
hours would give us the best output and focus on readiness was vital; “as if we were getting underway tomorrow”.
We reminded our people what was expected, and this was
not easy with the constant smell of welding wafting through
the ventilation system. I reasoned that if MIDPAC had a
grudge toward Willamette owing to the collision, my department would not be spared when the Supply Inspection
commenced. I had seen Commander Holty’s detaching
FITREP, which he shared with me his last day aboard, and it
was replete with language I had never seen in any FITREP,
ever. Naturally I did not share this concern, but it hung over
me like a dark cloud. Our efforts could be to no avail, but
there was nothing we could do about that possibility. We
worked on traceability of repairable spares, which in that
era was a laborious manual process, and records keeping,
and all our functional areas while being questioned about
any delays in getting requisitions filled. We had moved our
food service operation temporarily ashore, but the galley
was in-tact, so as soon as we were cleared to use it, we move
the operation back to the ship.
We reviewed progress and deficiencies often and
stayed focused on results. As the axiom goes, “You don’t get
what you want, you get what you measure”. The MIDPAC
Staff Supply Officer was LCDR Nick Sullivan. Professional
to the core, knowledgeable, and as we like to say sometimes, “He knew his s___” I sensed that he did not have
an “agenda” as the date approached, he gave no indication
that he would be any “tougher” on Willamette. On the day
before the inspection, I told my Chiefs that our department
was as ready as we could be, and no matter the outcome,
we all were alive and well to be with our families after the

collision, and to me, that seemed to be as important as any
other military matter, inspection or no. LCDR Sullivan sent
a team to commence the inspection with no fanfare. It was
April 1986. They were thorough and shared their findings
as they discovered them. As the findings were shared with
me, I wondered, “Could this one be the ‘down-tick’ that
causes us to fail?” Like all such inspections, the inspection
team had to de-brief Willamette’s new Commanding Officer, CDR David Lundahl. These meetings are usually brief,
summarizing results for each area, i.e. Food Service, Financial, Cargo Fuel and other Supply functions. Every Supply
Corps Officer who has served afloat knows the feeling of
attending those meetings. It feels like receiving last rights
before an execution.
The team each briefed their area and LCDR Sullivan
wrapped up, just saying that we passed the inspection. Formal report to follow. CDR Lundahl asked if we had qualified for the “Blue E” and Nick said, “yes”. We could exhale
now. When the formal report came in, we had scored 95%
in all functional areas, which moved our ranking from 8 of
15, to 3rd of 22 in the Surface Group (which had grown in
the time since the last SMI). We had earned the ship’s first
Blue “E”. We also went on to phase one for the Admiral Ney
Food Service Award. Those are Supply Corps code words
for “at least we had a clean galley”. My tour ended in late
1986. Repairs complete, in January 1987 the ship started a
global circumnavigation deployment.
Looking back, it is helpful to remind us that damage control and firefighting training paid-off when it mattered. Many notable incidents in Naval history have proven
that training and teamwork usually result in survival when
things get serious. Leadership drives those priorities as
proven repeatedly. The sailors on-deck that night did a superb job beneath dire circumstances.
I developed the impression afterword, that in our
Supply Department, a heightened awareness of our impact
on the recovery operation, and our good fortune in avoiding “unnecessary swimming lessons” in the Pacific Ocean
that night, helped us get better as a team.
I recall the words of CDR Charles “Chuck” Stone
(Executive Officer from my previous tour at Navy Supply
Corps School), when he looked at me and said, “You’ve got
to deliver the goods”. I think we did that, and to me, that
credo is a metaphor for life in the Supply Corps.
This story is dedicated to the memory of HTC Susano R
“Jimmy” Valdez, who perished on 10 February 1986 aboard
USS Jason.
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My Supply Corps Story: Coming full circle
By CAPT Eddie Fishburne, SC, USN (Ret.), Member
Prior to the Supply Corps, I attended Military High
School in Washington, D.C. and applied for ROTC scholarships. I was awarded Army, Navy, and AF and since I had
two brothers in the Army (one in Viet Nam) they encouraged me NOT to go Army and I attended the University
of Notre Dame on an NROTC scholarship. During one of
my midshipmen cruises, I became friends with an Ensign
Clarke Argue who was transferring to the Supply Corps.
That got my interest. During that college timeframe, I received my draft # and “luckily” I was #1. That pretty much
confirmed the fact that I was not dropping out of NROTC.
I was in that small window that no longer received student
deferments unless you were in ROTC. I was commissioned
May 18th, 1974, and immediately headed to NSCS where
I was put to work on the Supply Corps Museum working
with the CO’s wife, Mary Alice Donley and retired Captain
Pappy Pawson--that beat making pub changes and working
inside with Griff!
When it became time for commissioning and
dream sheet selection, I asked for the Supply Corps. I was
told that was not a likely option, but I spoke to my Professor of Naval Science, Captain Bill McLean, who incidentally
had a son in the Supply Corps. He said he would do what he
could for me and next thing I knew, I had orders to Athens.
I had no intention of making the Navy a career. In
fact, I was counting down my days since the day of commissioning. NSCS was a great experience, and there is no
way I would have ever remained in the Navy had it not been
for my company advisor, LT Mike Jenkins and the L&M
department head, LCDR Len Sapera. Mike shaped my vision of the Navy and the Supply Corps and was undoubtedly one of the greatest leaders I have ever encountered. His
wife, Mary Margaret, was equally influential in my life and
especially that of my wife, Mary Ellen. Mary Margaret was
an exceptional leader as well and the quintessential Navy
Spouse, having a huge impact on our lives as we learned
about the Navy. Of note also was COMPANY O. Mike set
the tone for the company, but the company itself had some incredible members and very rarely have I been a member of
such a fun team. I have attached a photo from the fall of 1974 shortly after orders reading. Those company O members
made our intro to the Navy and the Supply Corps something very special. It feels like it was yesterday, not almost 50 years
ago.
I also must state that Len and Eileen were incredible as was his entire team in L&M. Prior to leaving NSCS Len
took me aside and said, “When I become CO of NSCS, I will bring you back as my XO.” As a 22-year-old Ensign that did
not make much of a real impact on me at that time. The fact that it happened 18 years later was a huge impact.
Another huge impact on me, and in hindsight, was after my first sea tour I was selected for PG School at Michigan
Continued on page 29
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State in the Retail Program—meaning I would be required
to run a Navy Exchange after graduation. At this point I
still had no intention of remaining on active duty beyond
my NEX payback tour. Little did I realize that the NEX tour
would circle back and be a key to my post-Navy career. I
loved the NEX tour. I ran all the NEX outlets in the Washington, DC area, which happened to be my hometown. I
also received a lot of attention from the Chief at that time,
RADM Andy Giordano. Super Andy had a personal interest in retail, and he connected with me while in the NEX

role and eventually brought me to his staff at SUP. It was a
great experience and around that point Giordano told me
I needed to go back to sea…which I did…SUPPO of USS
CAMDEN (AOE-2) homeported in Bremerton, WA. CAMDEN was a bittersweet tour…I loved the sea time (I was
away from Bremerton 19 of my 24 months with a 4-yearold, a 2-year-old, and a newborn…God bless my wife!). The
family separation really sucked but the CAMDEN team was
great, and I loved the people and that tour despite the anxiety of the separation.
My career progressed. I never decided to make the
Navy a career, it just evolved, and I continued to get jobs I
thoroughly enjoyed. CAMDEN was followed by NSC Pearl,
XO of NSCS, USS YELLOWSTONE (AD-41), ICAF, JCS,
CO of FISC JAX, and finally SURFLANT Force Supply Officer, where I was very involved with the USS COLE (DDG67) attack just prior to retiring.
Special mention must be made of our Hawaii tour.
Captain Jim McClure and his wife Kathie were incredible
friends, mentors, and just all-around great people and role
models. To this day, we remain in touch and the three years
we spent in Hawaii were great…fabulous family time and
lasting friendships. To this day (and we left in 1988) our
kids still often reminisce about our Hawaii times.
Mary Ellen and I will celebrate our 49th wedding
anniversary December 29, 2022. We have three sons, all
Notre Dame NROTC grads. Two of the boys were SWOs
and our youngest was a Supply Corps Officer. We also have
four grandchildren.
Upon retirement from the Navy, I became a Regional Vice President for Circuit City Stores, working for
a Notre Dame classmate. I moved to the Home Depot and
have been involved in the PRO/Contractor side of the business until recently. Now I head up an initiative where Home
Depot will be the fulfillment source for appliances for all
the military exchanges. I feel that I am returning to my
Navy Exchange Officer roots as this is a perfect role for me.
It has been a great ride and I would not trade it for
anything. I have had fun along the way, lived in some great
places, and met some incredible people. I cherish my Supply Corps memories and will never forget the intro to the
Corps that I received from my friend, Mike Jenkins.
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My Supply Corps Story: Operation Homecoming and Eagle Regress
By CAPT Anthony Steigelman, SC, USN (Ret.), Member
In December 1972, I graduated from Supply Corps
School in Athens, Georgia, with orders to the Navy Oversea
Air Cargo Terminal at Clark Air Base in the Philippines. I
was one of a few officers receiving foreign shore duty, and
when asked how I got it, my response was, “I put it first on
my preference card.”
Of course, not one day of Supply Corps School
dealt with air cargo, or the methods of dealing with the
USAF Military Airlift Command. I was able to get one day
at the Air Force base in Charleston, so I had a little idea
of what the job was, but not much on what was expected.
But I knew I would be stationed on Clark Air Base, some
50 miles from Subic Bay, working for a Lieutenant Commander. Other than that, it was purely going to be on-thejob training.
Having driven cross country, dropping my car off
outside the main gate at Travis Air Force Base, for shipment to the Philippines, I waited for my travel. A few days
of hanging around the base, making mandatory flight calls
and eventually getting scheduled to fly out. You were required to fly in whites, a lousy uniform to try and sleep
in, and after eighteen hours, two stops (Hawaii and Guam,

where we waited for a long line of B-52s to take off to bomb
North Vietnam), we landed at Clark. I don’t know which
smelled worse, me or the stench of the air: a combination
of humidity, manure, and smoke from the sugar cane fires.
It was January 20, 1973.
What did I get into?
I was met by the officer I was due to relieve. He
took me to the bachelor quarters, got me settled, and said
he’d see me tomorrow. I slept a long time, but I hadn’t got
the time change figured out, so I was dragging the next day.
My predecessor was ready to leave, he didn’t like the boss,
the Navy, the sailors, or the Philippines. Neither did his
wife. It was a quick relief.
My job was basically Division Officer to 20 Storekeepers and Personnelmen who were responsible for moving cargo and passengers through Clark Air Base. We received cargo from the Military Airlift Command (MAC)
and moved it to the Naval Supply Depot at Subic Bay via
contract line haul trucks. We processed cargo into the MAC
system from Subic, monitoring the movement of the cargo,
and reporting movement when necessary. We operated a
Continued on page 31
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passenger processing point for Navy personnel into and out
of the Philippines, getting sailors, their families, and Navy
civilians from inbound flights, through Philippines customs onto buses to Subic and outbound passengers onto
flights “home”.
While most of it was routine, to a wide-eyed LTJG,
it was fascinating. The boss was a “mustang” Lieutenant
Commander, with years of transportation experience, who
was dual hatted to the Supply Depot and the staff of Commander, Naval Forces Philippines.
Within a couple of weeks, I was comfortable enough
with both the passenger and cargo operations to feel like I
was contributing to the mission.
But, a few days later it was mute. My boss drove me
over to an area by the hospital where there were “Quonset
huts”, temporary buildings used for storage. He unlocked
one and I walked in to see stacks of shoes, and all manner
of uniform items. He then told me I was to be the uniform
officer for the returning Navy POWs. Huh? Supply Corps
School didn’t have this on the agenda, either.
I was assigned as the Navy POW uniform officer,
reporting to a Navy Captain, Line Officer, aviator. The staff
would get together in a few days, but before that happens,
I needed to figure out my inventory. I had a Storekeeper
Chief Petty Officer, three junior Storekeepers and an indeterminate number of tailors. The Navy has been stocking
uniforms, shoes, and the necessary ribbons, rank insignia,
wings, etc., in anticipation of the POWs being released.
There were some 138 Navy POWs we knew of. We
had the longest serving POW, LCDR Alvarez...he was due
out first, CDR Stockdale and CAPT Jeremiah Denton were
going to be in the first group out.
The first staff meeting was interesting. The first release of POWs looked to be about February 12th, but it was
a very “iffy” thing. We wouldn’t know who was being released until the day of repatriation. The North Vietnamese
controlled everything...the planes, the times, and the number being released.
Each service had a contingent at Clark to handle
their own folks. The Navy had a staff of some thirty “escort officers” who were AIs (Aviation Intelligence) to act
as both debriefer and individual escort officers for each returnee from the time he hit Clark Hospital to his entire trip
home, five senior Chaplains who were there to bring each
returnee up to date with his personal situation (there were
several divorces, separations, families that had suffered catastrophic events), Navy psychologists, personnel specialists

and me and my team of tailors, seamstresses, storekeepers
and personnelmen. I have to say, the chaplains were the finest officers and men I’ve ever met...selfless, compassionate,
personable, dedicated, and professional. To this day, I remember what they had to do and the absolute quality they
had.
The Chief and I set up a procedure to have the necessary uniform items be issued to each returnee, complete
with tailoring notes and tracked from initial measurements
to final issue to each man, complete with a record of what
we issued, to whom.
The returnees were scheduled to be at Clark for no
more than three days, including the day they arrive. That
worked out to be roughly sixty hours from arrival to departure before they moved to the US. Of course, it depended
on their physical and psychological state, but the objective
was to get them moving home ASAP. Each Navy returnee was to have a complete set of service dress khakis, two
sets of short sleeve khakis, two covers, a overseas cover (or
known by its more colorful name) and the regular service
cover, a full set of ribbons, decorations and wings, a set of
brown shoes (there was some discussion of issuing the returnees black shoes, which was quickly killed because all
of these guys were aviators for cripes sake), and a seabag of
underwear and toilet items all in a B-4 bag.
The first release on February 12th was harrowing.
The Vietnamese at first refused to allow the C-141 landing
rights at Gia Lam airport, outside Hanoi, and for a while it
looked like a bust. Eventually, the plane landed, and we got
our first returnees. Having been held the longest, they were
in bad shape. It took several hours of medical evaluations,
showers (some returnees had showers lasting an hour),
meals (again lots to eat) and the initial debriefing before
they came down to be fitted for uniforms. In some cases,
the tailors and I had to go to individual hospital rooms to
get measurements because the returnee was too injured or
too damaged to come to the room we had set up. Men who
would have worn a size 16” neck shirt were down to 13”
necks, dress khaki uniforms, blouse and trousers would
have to be re-cut and fitted to men with much smaller
waists and shorter trouser lengths than they wore before
captivity.
This first group were emaciated, weak, and aged.
Lots of long-term damage to arms and legs not set correctly
or broken by torture and left unset. But, so very grateful for
the attention and care they were getting from everybody.
There were some 35 Navy officers in the first group, with
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Board of Directors: Seen around town

the longest held coming out.

Top and middle: Board of Directors attended the Fall
2022 (hybrid) BOD meeting in Washington, D.C.
Above: Board member CAPT (ret) Kurt Libby and
CAPT (ret) Eddie Fishbourne socialize before the
CAL-Notre Dame game.

By 0200 on the 13th, my team was pulling items from
stock, assembling uniforms, putting ribbons sets together
based on personnel records, getting tailors to fix trousers
and shorten sleeves, and delivering completed packages to
hospital rooms. By the 0730 staff meeting, we were ahead
of the objectives. The ones ready to move onward had their
uniforms. A few returnees were kept back for medical as
well as psychological reasons, but they were ready to go as
far as uniforms were concerned.
Now we had to expect the next group. Unsure of
the date, we inventoried, and found a surprising issue. Standard shoe sizes had a certain percentage of wide sizes. The
list who had put the original inventory together used sizing data from normal populations. But the POWs had worn
sandals for years, and their sizes were outside the norm for
widths. We were going to run out of wide size shoes! We
needed more wide size brown shoes. Back shoes were NOT
an option. When I brought this to the boss, his response
was “figure it out”...ok, a response I learned quickly was
to become commonplace throughout my career. So, some
quick phone calls ended up at PAC Fleet.
There was a break of a week, while diplomats ironed
out a problem. But it allowed me to replenish the higher demand uniforms and get the larger width shoes. From what I
was told later, the Navy scoured the entire exchange system
to get the shoes I asked for. Never again in the thirty years
in the Navy did I have the “juice” I had to get some brown
shoes.
The second and third groups were brought back in
quick succession. Roughly another 40 to 50 Navy personnel over the space of ten days...long days and nights, with
the need to add a few more tailors to the job. Thank heaven the Philippines was a land where tailored made clothes
were an industry. Most every American family had their
own seamstress, and everyone who was stationed there had
custom-made uniforms. So, getting the needed talent was
not a problem.
These groups were, for the most part shot down in
the middle period of the war and were not treated quite as
badly as the earlier group. The Americans had established
an organization within the prisons, and that helped keeping
morale and discipline in order. But a few were very serious cases. LCDR John McCain came in on a stretcher, all
Continued on page 33
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his limbs crooked from breaks, and in constant pain. He
vowed to fly home with the group he came out with, over
the serious objection of the doctors. But, as the photos will
show, he flew home in the complete uniform, even with the
crutches.
The next group was to be picked up on 12 March.
Another breather to regroup, re-order and get ready. The
evening of the 11th, I was checking out with the XO, a Captain, who told me to be on the flight line at 0300. I was
going to fly in on the C-141 and act as a plane escort. Holy
crap!
At 0300 I was getting briefed on how things were
going to happen: take off at 0430, fly to DaNang, land and
wait for clearance to fly into Gia Lam, outside of Hanoi.
When, and if we landed in Hanoi, there would be a delay as
the officers were “processed” by the North Vietnamese and
then walked to the US representatives. I was to assist any
returnee that needed physical help onto the plane, into a
seat and back to help another one.
We took off, had a cold, but uneventful trip over
to DaNang, and were able to get breakfast at the flightline
Mess. We sat there from 0630 to 0900, and then got the “goahead” to proceed north. As we were landing at Gia Lam, I
looked out the window and saw the landscape pockmarked
with bomb craters, as far as I could see. Unimaginable evidence of our bombing.
We landed and were told that we had to stay inside
the area of the wing-span, and would not be able to meet or
assist the returnees until they were practically on the plane.
We were ringed by North Vietnamese army personnel, all
very young (probably my age, all of 23). Slowly, the now
former POWs trekked across the tarmac to the plane. It was
about an hour to load up, close the doors and taxi. When
we lifted off, there was a loud and prolonged cheer, then lots
of questions about home and about what lay ahead. Another cheer when we were out of North Vietnamese Air space,
and a final one when we landed at Clark.
Once the returnees were off the plane, I got back to
my job, I was ever grateful to the Commanding Officer and
the Executive Officer for picking me to go, it was a once-ina-lifetime experience.
This group was in better shape, physically and emotionally than the previous groups. They were somewhat
more demanding and were very much more knowledgeable
about things like how many Air medals they were supposed
to have, so wanted their ribbons to be accurate and com-

plete. A few of them wanted to go on liberty, and one or two
of them got into trouble by leaving the hospital and hitting
a local night spot.
The number of Navy returnees dwindled, because
most of the aviators coming home in March had been part
of the increased B-52 strikes in 1971 and 1972. So, as the
last of them came back, I was doing the final inventories,
packing up the stock to return it to Subic Bay and writing
the Supply after action report. As ever, one of the last items
was to figure out who should be recognized. I wanted the
Chief to get a medal, he worked his butt off. But the powers
gave medals to the senior Chaplain, a few of the AIs and
some of the doctors. The “loggies” got a good, firm handshake.
My recognition came when I received my first fitness report...there wasn’t another Officer in the entire Navy,
never mind the Supply Corps that had done what I did. I
did what was expected, and with the guys I had met every
objective.
The rest of the tour at Clark was a little boring.

Competing in the
Women’s 85-89 age
group at the 35th Huntsman World Senior
Games in St. George,
Utah in October, Supply
Spouse HelenAnn Phillips (pictured right with
husband RADM (ret)
Robert Phillips) ran
the 1,500m, 800m and
400m race. She earned
a Gold, Silver and Gold
respectively.
Earlier in the year, HelenAnn ran the 1,500m
race at the National
Senior Games (formerly
Senior Olympics).
According to the
MastersRanking.com
tracking website, her
time at this event (so
far this calendar year)
is still the fastest in the
world for the women’s
competitive 85 to 89
age group. That time
was also faster than the
existing USA record, but
will not be recorded as
she was not a dues paying USA Track and Field
member at the time.
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My Supply Corps Story: 30 Apr 1975
By CAPT Richard Vroman, SC, USN (Ret.), Member
In April 1975, I was the Stock Control Officer aboard the USS MARS (AFS-1) off the coast of Vietnam supporting the ships of the 7th Fleet during operation Frequent Wind, the evacuation of Saigon. We arrived off the coast of South
Vietnam in late April and steamed around near the area of Vung Tau. We weren’t close enough to see the coast, but I can
distinctly remember, on April 29, seeing bright flashes of light coming from the west. I thought it was lightening, but later
realized these flashes were probably artillery fire as the NVA and Viet Cong approached Saigon.
The next day, April 30 1975, the mass evacuation of Saigon started. The South Vietnamese were probably deathly
afraid they would be slaughtered by the North Vietnamese, and people tried to get of the country by any means possible.
Those means included helicopters, fishing boats, rafts...virtually anything that could fly or float. I can remember the skies
being filled with helicopters, mostly small “Hueys” that were circling above the USS MIDWAY (CV-41). The MIDWAY
was the aircraft carrier home ported in Yokosuka, Japan and had a large flight deck. The Hueys would wait their turn and
then land on the MIDWAY. Initially the deck crew lined up the Hueys on the edge of the flight deck, but soon ran out of
space and started pushing the helicopters over the side into the ocean. As people emerged from the helos the deck crew
would take their weapons and throw them (the weapons, not the people) over the side. I watched a large Chinook (CH-47)
helicopter land, disembark the passengers, and then summarily pushed over the stern of the ship. I assume it was a $1M
aircraft...keer plunk. Some Hueys either ran out of gas or couldn’t find a spot on the deck to land, so the pilot and passengers would bail out of the helo as it hovered over the water. With no pilot at the controls, the Huey would go berserk and
eventually end up in the water. Small boats from the navy ship in the area would try to rescue the people who had bailed
out. I have no idea if they all made it...probably not. This went on for hours. Our Commanding Officer, Capt Douglass
McCrimmon, a jet pilot, was watching all this from his chair on the bridge, and I remember he called it “the big air show.”
Later in the day the “flotilla” of fishing ships, row boats and rafts started arriving. Most of the ships of the 7th Fleet
were in the area, and the refugee ships came alongside the ships to transfer their passengers. The MARS didn’t take any
refugees aboard because the Commander of the 7th Fleet wanted to keep us fully operational as we were the only stores
replenishment ship in the area and he had other plans for us. We watched as the ships of the 7th Fleet and their small boats
rescued the refugees. Most of those refugees were transferred to US flagged merchant ships and began their journey to eiContinued on page 35
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ther Subic Bay in the Philippines or Guam. We were designated to escort the merchant ships headed to Guam. During the
transit we transferred food and supplies to the merchant ships
by helo (CH-46 Sea Knights). Fortunately we carried a large
supply of material for just this type of humanitarian operation.
Diapers, feminine sanitary products, baby food, etc. We used
to joke about carrying those items (the diaper express) and
would complain that they just took up valuable storage space.
After that we didn’t joke or complain about carrying stores for
humanitarian operations.
We were close enough to see the decks of the merchant ships which were crowded with refugees. The ship’s crew
rigged tents for the refugees and constructed “bathrooms”
which looked liked little shacks hanging over the side of the
ship. (Bombs away!) When we reached Guam we broke a way
from the merchant ships and headed back to the South China
Sea to replenish ships of the 7th Fleet.
Side note: Twenty years later, while I was working for a
government contractor, one of my roles was to recruit and hire
programmers to work on our contract with the navy. One day
I interviewed a programmer named Dwight Nguyen. He was
very impressive and we hired him. After the interview I asked
him about his heritage regarding Vietnam. He said that he was
born in South Vietnam and had left the country at Vung Tau
in a small boat on April 30 1975. He remembered being picked
up by a navy ship and taken to Guam. Small world.
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2061 Experiment Station Rd 		
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Watkinsville, Georgia 30677

Submit news and ideas for The Oakleaf to TheOakleaf@usnscf.com
Contribute to the Navy Supply Corps Foundation
If you would like to make a donation to the Navy Supply Corps Foundation, you can do so
online at www.usnscf.com. To donate by mail, please complete the form below and return it to the address below.
To volunteer to assist with Foundation programs, complete the form and send it to the address
indicated, or email Executive Director CAPT (ret) Daniel Pionk at executivedirector@usnscf.com or call
the Foundation office at (706) 354-4111 and express your interest in volunteering.
Name:
Address:
Phone number:

Best time to call:

Email address:
I would like to volunteer.
I would like to contribute $ 		
I would like to contribute $ 		
						

to the area of greatest need.
to 			

(specify program)

.

Return to: Navy Supply Corps Foundation, 2061 Experiment Station Rd, STE 301, PMB 423, Watkinsville, GA 30677.
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